In a series of recent papers [26] , [27] , [28] we have shown that: (I) any n-dimensional analytic semi-Riemannian manifold M has a global isometric analytic embedding into an Einstein manifold E of dimen- 
Introduction
The concept of the spacetime manifold as a model of the large scale structure of the Universe is a result of evolution in both physical & mathematical attitudes.
Once we used to think of Euclidean flat 3-space as the case of interest in mathematics, constituting in the same time the model of the Newtonian space-time.
In the first half of the 20th century, Einstein's General Relativity (G.T.R.) employed the differential-geometric model of 4-manifold equipped with a Lorentzian metric structure, the solution of the field equations which (the latter) correlate the Curvature of spacetime with the distribution of matter, the energy and the momentum ( [5] , [7] , [12] , [14] ). That was the beginning of interconnections between geometry & physics.
The possibility that there may exist more than 3 + 1 space-time dimensions was taken into account not long after the final formulation of G.T.R.. Kaluza and Klein (K.-K.) unified 4D vacuum Relativity and classical electromagnetism ( [15] ) on a 5-manifold that satisfies the vacuum field equations (curved by the contribution of the photons). The extra dimension was considered topologically compact (homeomorphic to S 1 ), infinitesimal (thus invisible) and the 4-spacetime was assumed not to depend on the 5th dimension. In fact, the Universe was considered as a hyper-cylinder, locally homeomorphic to R 4 × S 1 .
In a modern approach called 
The optimum dimensionality of E corresponds to embedding codimension d = 1.
In this paper we combine certain ideas from the prequels, showing that the
Einstein embedding manifold E of the Branes may admit 1 in codimension
which may be distinct points into spacetime or extended spatial anomalies. We also calculate the (reduced) Homology of the singular E Σ we construct, which proves to obey a direct sum decomposition, independent ofH p (M k ; G), for all
The process in the proofs is a slight modification of that presented in [26] & [27] . We form a bulk that contains all the M k 's as disjoint submanifolds and using the known local embedding results and certain differential-geometric & topological arguments we obtain the requested global extension.
In Section 1 we state the results proved in the prequels. Section 2 contains the proof of the basic result stated above. In Section 3 we study the topology of such embedding Einstein spaces, giving a Homological description of the Einstein manifolds E we construct, illustrating the aforementioned splitting.
The analogous physical interpretation of the constructed pathological anomalies as wormholes connecting distant points of Bulk spacetime living in the extra
dimensions holds in this case of multi-Brane systems too. We refer to [27] .
Notations: In the sequel, the terms Spacetime, Brane, Bulk will be used in the place of paracompact, Hausdorff, connected manifolds (finite dimensional), equipped with a semi-Riemannian metric structure and the corresponding LeviCivita linear connection.
The Previous Results.
In [26] we proved that:
has a global isometric embedding into an (n + 1)-dimensional Einstein manifold
It is worth noticing that the assumption of analyticity for the manifold is not restrictive, provided that any paracompact 
that the following topological homeomorphism holds (under inclusion to a subspace)
In addition, E Σ is not even a topological manifold and there does not exists any smoothing resolution of the singularities F Σ ⊆ E Σ .
T A E denotes the (induced from the differential structure) topology of E.
The mathematical mechanism of topological identitification we used in the proof of 1.3 in [27] to produce the pathological singularities on the Bulk raised the idea that it is not really necessary these "anomalies" to be points: there may exist extended problematic domains of the complement E Σ M. We simply identify distinct homeomorphic domains on the "fibres" F .
This more realistic case may correspond to extended object in the Universe with positive (multi-dimensional) volume. 
satisfying:
and E is an Einstein space of global analytic isometric embedding for M.
In addition, E Σ is not a topological manifold.
In [28] we showed that there exists a supporting embedding result for the multi-Brane models of Cosmology (see e.g. [42] ), due to the following result.
The method in the proof is a slight modification of the 1-manifold embedding of [26] to produce an E admitting finite many submanifolds. 
have all a global analytic isometric embedding into an
In this paper we continue with the reasonable extension of the last theorem concerning Brane embeddings incorporating singular spacetimes, in the sense in was done in [27] in the case of a single manifold embedding. 
Embedding of Branes into E
Σ C ∞ α -(I) a topological space (E Σ , T E Σ ) (II) an analytic manifold (E, A E ), with dim(E) = m k=1 dim(M k ) + d, d ≥ 1 (III) a countable set of points F Σ ⊆ E Σ , satisfying:F Σ = {f σ }, if d = 1 {f σ (1) , f σ (2) , ...} ∼ = N, if d 1.
such that the following topological homeomorphism holds (under inclusion to a subspace)
Its easy to see from the definition ofȆ that we can rewrite it as the disjoint union of manifoldsȆ
Choose a countable set of points
. We will prove the general case for F Σ reducing obviously to the trivial case when d = 1.
The previous choice implies a choice of points for each {q} × F ofȆ:
Considering the (disjoint) union of all such points inȆ
we may get a more subtle expression of them, as: 
with the quotient topology, say T E Σ , induced by the topologies T A M 1 ×...×Mm and T A F .
In the case of 1-dimensional manifold F , this is exactly the wedge sum of the manifolds {p} × F with respect to (the 1 term sequence) F Σ (each f σ p is the chosen base point of {p} × F ): 
with the obvious C ∞ α -atlas
Deleting the sequence of (identified) points {F Σ (m) } m∈N of E Σ , we obtain the differential-topological structure of an analytic manifold, E Σ F Σ without any singularities, since:
which proves the analytic structure on E 
can not hold, since B n+d (0, r) {φ(f 0 )} has 1 connected component while
The mathematical mechanism of topological identitification we used to produce the pathological singularities on the Bulk raises the idea that it is not really necessary these "anomalies" to be points: there may exist extended problematic
We simply identify distinct homeomorphic domains on the "fibres" F .
This more realistic case may correspond to extended object in the Universe with positive (multi-dimensional) volume. Proof. The proof is a replica of the previous result. The only fact that needs to be noted is that extracting from a closed (abstract) curve a closed (image of) an interval, (e.g. a closed arc from
, we obtain open submanifolds in the analytic subspace structure. Proof. The wedge sum relation (2.1) for E Σ implies the following Homological splitting, due to the respective property of the singular theory:
we obtain the direct sum splitting
as claimed. 
